LICENSED INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTION
NETWORK OPERATOR (IDNO)
A licensed Independent Distribution Network Operator
(IDNO) who provides clients with an effective alternative to
using the local DNO.

We can offer Developers, Contractors and ICPs several
significant benefits over the standard DNO connection to the
National Grid.

Working within the UK Energy industry, we design, own,
operate and maintain licensed electricity distribution
networks across the UK.

We work across a variety of sectors including (but not
limited to): Battery Storage, Data Centres, Electric Vehicle
Infrastructure, Industrial & Commercial Developments &
Residential Developments

Working with
Developers,
Contractors and ICPs
Being a licensed IDNO allows
us to design, own, operate and
maintain licensed electricity
networks throughout the UK.
We will work with any suitably
accredited ICP or can assist
developers to identify a suitably
qualified ICP if required.

We understand the needs of
Developers, Contractors and
ICPs and our collaboration
approach in providing innovative,
safe, cost effective and intelligent
distribution networks that are
built to last, will add value to any
development.

Benefits of using Eclipse
Power as an IDNO
We provide clients with full design
support to ensure design approval is
gained quickly, reducing potential
program risks
Depending on the type or use of the
connection, we may provide an Asset
Value Contribution to adopt the new
electricity distribution network for your
development, therefore reducing
capital costs
Provide cost effective Technical
Standards, significantly reducing the
cost of Contestable works when
compared to the DNO price
Take the hassle away by negotiating
with the DNO and National Grid
for the right Point of
Connection (POC) and
Contestable technical
solution on behalf of our
clients

Who would Benefit
from Using an IDNO?
ICPs and Developers of
Residential, Commercial,
Industrial and Storage
Projects requiring an
electrical load
Developers of Embedded
Generation projects
Electric Vehicle
Infrastructure providers
Projects being developed
within a variety of Industries,
such as; Healthcare,
Property & Transport

Contact Eclipse Power Networks: Olney Office Park, 25 Osier Way, Olney, Buckinghamshire, MK46 5FP

+44 (0)1234 486487

enquiries@eclipsepower.co.uk

www.eclipsepower.co.uk

